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T H E S I S  S T A T E M E N T  

Architecture responding to the unique factors of its 

environmental context, physical context or location, and cul

ture of its users, a regionally responsive architecture, will 

/ create an appropriate image, identity, and physical form con

sistent to that place and the notions of those users. Thus, 

the associations between the architecture and the society of 

which it is a reflection are strengthened. The concept of 

regional response in architecture will be studied in the de

velopment of a masterplan and facilities for the High Plains 

Interpretive Nature Center to be located in Casper, Wyoming. 



PROJECT DEFINITION 

The ultimate goal of the High Plains Interpretive 

Nature Center is to provide, within an expanding urban con

text, a facility for the observation, appreciation, exper

ience, and understanding of the natural environment of cen

tral Wyoming. The facility will include interpretive dis

plays, walks, and exhibits highlighting the zoology, botany, 

and geology of the region. The nature center is conceived 

to promote the natural context into which it is placed and 

become an active participant in the understanding of that 

context. 

This project was chosen as a vehicle for the study 

of regionally responsive architecture due to the expressed 

goal of providing an architectural expression appropriate 

to its context. The project, in hoping to provide a foot

hold for the experience of the larger regional context, be

comes a reflection of the land, attitudes, and physical sur

roundings it addresses. 



PREFACE 

My family is from the West, having established roots 

in Wyoming many years ago. My mother's grandfather arrived 

in Casper in 1888, my grandfather spent his life as a ranch 

foreman on a local ranch, and my mother is a Casper native. 

The roots are well established on my father's side as well; 

his parents worked a homestead in Northeast Wyoming for over 

twenty-five years and would later move to Casper. 

I am a fourth generation westerner; a native of not 

only the state of Wyoming, but of the culture of the West. 

From those who have come before me, I have learned a simple 

and straight-forward way of life, respect for the land upon 

which our way of life is founded, and a love for the beauty 

of the land. The land they came to was a frontier of open 

space, rangeland, unlimited wildlife, and untouched scenic 

and mineral resources. Today, this generation faces new 

challenges in the form of unlimited energy development and 

exploitation. In a sense, we still have a strong commitment 

in shaping the destiny of our own frontier. Clearly, the 

basis for future decisions on the fate of Wyoming relies 

on understanding the land and the environment. 

Wyoming is a brittle, bold land, fresh from the effects 

of ice, water, and geological uplift. The land is vast in 

scale, characterized by the sharply contrasting landscape 

ranging from rolling grasslands to soaring mountains. From 

these assets come the paradox facing the state; preservation 

of the existing beauty versus the development of the untapped 

energy resources to promote economic growth. 

Matching the ruggedness of the land is the harshness 



of the climate. As a result of geography, Wyoming possesses 

a climate sporting fresh clean air, low humidity, and sparse 

moisture. The extremes of the climate, such as fierce winds, 

heat, cold, and damaging storms, demand respect. Through 

the skies come the very essence of life to this brittle envi

ronment. These forces are ones to be recognized and reckoned 

with when providing appropriate shelter. 

The relative extremes of the environment were in part 

responsible for the late settlement of this area of the United 

States. This western region lacks the large expanses of 

fertile land, navigable rivers, and hugh reserves of easily 

acquired precious metals which were the keys to the white 

settlement patterns in our nation's history. This land was 

first the route over which the emigrants were to pass on the 

way to the promised land of Oregon and California, and second 

the frontier for later settlement. Those who would later 

come to this region would do so with a strong sense of indi

vidual commitment and pride. 

Today, Wyoming remains the least populated state in 

the continental United States, often still serving as a link 

for transcontinental transportation. There remains, however, 

a spirit of the west, beyond the cliches of attractive adver

tising, threatened by the ways of progress. I believe this 

spirit is derived from a sense of independence, respect for 

and dependence on the land, and a hope of a secure identity 

in the future. The combination of spirit, land, and climate 

define the unique character of the region more than any other 

factors. 

Out of these feelings for the unique character of 

the region comes my desire to explore the relationship of 

the built environment to the natural environment through 

this thesis project. In a sense, this study becomes a search 

for an identity, through recognition of appropriate regional 

responses to evoke an affinity with the users of the built 

environment. My hope is this documentation will provide a 

guide from which develops the basis for my philosophical and 

aesthetic approach throughout the design process. 
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REGIONAL RESPONSE IN ARCHITECTURE 

To study a regionally responsive architecture means 

to study the forces of the total environment acting upon 

that architecture. As a result, the unique character of a 

place or region becomes manifested in the built environment 

in an equally unique and appropriate expression. A respon

sive architectural philosophy does not necessarily predeter

mine the final architectural form, but establishes an aesthe

tic, symbolic, and environmental base on which subsequent 

design decisions are made. The final form, meaning, and 

vocabulary are all contingent on the individual project's 

concepts, immediate context, and functional requirements. 

While each architectural expression is uniquely a 

product of its own requirements and designer's or owner's 

bias, architecture, in a general sense, is a physical repre

sentation of the attitudes of the culture and setting into 

which it is set.^ Using a common ground of place or region, 

a common psychological experience level is touched upon, 

and in turn provides a framework for decisions and synthesis. 

In essence, responsive architecture becomes a process of 

ordering the environment; a search for a homogeneous iden-

tity of sense of place through contextural recognition. 

This sense of response should not be restricted to blatant 

historicism or copy of local vernacular building. Narrowness 

of though along those lines results in a weak definition 

of contexturalism or regionalism. 

Regionally responsive architecture is defined as: 

. . . environmentally relevant architecture sensi
tive to regional constraints and processes. Homo-



geneous architecture responds to the general dynam
ics of region.^ 

The definition itself rests on the idea of region. Region 

must itself be defined through tangible boundary and meaning. 

In an ideal sense, region can be defined as: 

. . . an idea. . . . Region is in peace and pros
perity within itself when it is in harmony with 
the external world. . . . The natural laws and 
ecology support the harmonious existence of human 
growth and human 'ecology1. . . . Region is 
found in the balance between the natural and 
human habitat.^ 

In the preface, my writings followed along three sepa

rate paths in seeking to characterize regional context and 

attitudes. These three are culture and history, climate, 

and geography. This three part grouping seems consistent 

with the methods of regional analysis used by others. An

thony Antoniades in Architecture and Allied Design: An En

vironmental Design Perspective uses a similar breakdown in 

giving a regional definition; geographical with emphasis 

on climate, environment, and land, and cultural with compon-
5 

ents of economics, politics, and cultural homogeneity. In 

Design With Nature, Ian McHarg summarizes the elements of 

regional analysis and planning as the physical characteristics 

of the land and the natural environment, and the cultural 

characteristics of economics, culture, and politics. 

Kevin Lynch, in his book Managing the Sense of a Re

gion , approaching the problem from the standpoint of manage

ment and policy planning, forms a theory of regional analysis 

based on environmental perception. This theory focuses on 

how the built environment communicates with and is interpret

ed by the users. Those factors involved in the dialogue 

include sensory response, climatic response, bodily concern, 

and the establishment of identity, accessibility, and histor-
7 ical or cultural continuity. Just the ability to group 

the elements of environmental perceptions into management 

areas implies a generally held set of values to a place or 

region. This set of determinants to environmental percept

ion are shaped by the physical setting, natural forces, and 



cultural norms. 

Therefore, the determination of a regional response 

hinges upon the study and identification of the components 

of climate, geography, and culture shaping the region. Fur

ther study of each of these three components will provide 

a better understanding of what each involves. 



In a more general and less quantitative sense, climate 

forms the variables under which we experience our built envi

ronment. Light, shade and shadow, rhythm, solid and void 

patterns, form, and color all are perceived to change over 

the time frame of a day or season. Snow, wind, and rain also 

drastically alter our perception of a building. Understand

ing those conditions under which his building will be seen, 

a designer has tools with which to manipulate and heighten 

the experience of his architecture. 



RESPONSE TO GEOGRAPHY 

An architectural expression appropriate to a place 

is one attempting to develop a natural fit between it and 

the site. Development of this fit rests on the attitude 

of the architecture towards the relationship between it and 

the ground it rests upon, the natural features giving form 

to the environment, and the degree to which possession of 

the site is taken. 

The most successful architecture works with its site, 

responding to the given conditions. My belief is that archi

tecture should work to provide a logical link in the sequence 

of natural features giving form to the site. This includes 

duplicating and mimicing the abstracted elements of the land 

forms, such as horizontality, slope, and figure-ground re

lationships. Special recognition of ground connection and 

earth-sky relationships is also significant. 

In providing an appropriate response to the natural 

features giving a site unique perceptual qualities, a sense 

of enhancing, rather than dominating, the natural environment 

is intended. The building does not demand attention by tak

ing possession of the site, but allows the site to take pos

session of it. 

Perhaps the best example of a similar attitude is 

shown in the work of the Prairie School. The architecture 

of the Middle West has become well known and studied for 

reasons other than fine examples of a regional architecture; 

however, it is as architecture in response to its natural 

environment that is of interest here. 



Taking the strengths of its aesthetic philosophy from 

the midwestern prairies, the Prairie School is characterized 

by the strong horizontality of line and mass and the use 

of vertical elements as means of rooting the mass to its 

site. The abstraction of the endless expanse of flat hori

zontal plane that is the prairie and the ability of contrast

ing verticals to establish a sense of place, are seen mani

fested in the architecture of the Prairie School. 



RESPONSE TO CULTURE/HISTORY 

A response to culture and history of a region becomes 

a study of the attitudes, images, traditions, and symbols 

making up the dialogue of regional identity. Two diverse 

avenues of study exist; the first is an attempt at recogniz

ing the "spirit" of the people, and second, identification 

and understanding of the physical representation of culture 

in the built environment. 

Recognizing, and in turn expressing, the spirit of 

the people in a physical form is at best an art. The intan

gibles of pride, hope, morals, etc. do not evoke a specific 

response. These are factors playing on the quality of the 

built environment. These factors play with the intuitive 

processes of the designer; manifestations of attitudes as 

discovered through a thorough understanding of the users 

the design is serving. Behavioral bases for design, with 

the theory of space and territoriality, attempt to reconcile 

the particular habits and customs of different cultures with 

a scientific method of space determination. Again, the ac

tual expression and use of those factors is still one of 

intuitive synthesis. 

The study of the effect of traditional or vernacular 

building on today's architecture is certainly more tangible. 

Allusionism or "architecture as an act of historical and 

cultural response,""^ is built on the theory that there is 

much to be learned from the history of buildings. The asso

ciation of forms, shapes, and organization with specific 

meanings is sought to enrich the experience between the new 

and the familiar. These symbols or expressions of culture 



can be used to enrich architucture, following the theory 

of architectural meaning as stated by Norberg-Schulz: 

Any human product may be considered a symbol or 
tool which serves the purpose of bringing order 
(meaning) into certain relations between man 
and his environment. . . . Taken together the 
symbol systems constitute the common order we 
call culture. Participation in a culture means 
that one knows how to use its symbols through 
perception (experience) and representation 
(expression).^ 

As general theory into the study of cultural response, 

the above discussion explains the values of searching region

al architecture for clues of appropriate expression. How

ever, there lies a danger in using local expression without 

a thorough understanding; superficial eclecticism results 

from the inappropriate and shallow use of familiar elements. 

Excessive intellectual manipulation of the meaning of a fa

miliar element breeds an architecture for architecture's 

sake. Specifically, the meaning given to an expression by 

the originator may not be the same meaning given the symbol 

by a user, thus destroying the intent of that expression. 

Appropriate use does not ask the user to understand the in

tellectual processes of the architect in using the familiar 

element, but rather elicits a specific response based on 

past experiences of the users. 

The clarity of individual cultures is dissolving in 

today's world. Intercommunication, technical advancement, 

and rapid transportation contribute to this loss of distinct 

cultural boundaries. The use of culturally derived expres

sions of established historical or functional clarity is 

an important means of maintaining the sense of place. 



REGIONAL DEFINITION 



DFFINING THE REGION 

The location of this thesis project is Casper, Wyo

ming. Casper is located in the east central part of Wyoming, 

approximately 300 miles north of Denver, Colorado. Casper 

is the largest city in the state with a population of 57,000. 

Current estimations put the population at 90,000 by the year 

2000. Being the only metropolitan area (50,000 or greater) 

within the state, the city serves a large part of Wyoming 

as a center of commerce, culture, and transportation. This 

influence extends to an approximate 100 mile limit, thus 

taking in the majority of the smaller centers of population. 
14 (See state map, Fig. 1.) 

Geographically, Casper is the center of a region de

fined by major physical boundaries. Branches of the Rocky 

Mountains to the south, west, and north define physical and 

visual limits to the region. To the east, the area is bound

ed by the limits of drainages to the North Platte River and 

landmarks within the rolling grasslands. (See geographic 

region map, Fig. 2.) 
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REGIONAL CLIMATE 

The weather of central Wyoming is dominated year round 

by the forces of prevailing westerly wind and Pacific air 

flow. This flow, as a result of dropping its moisture as 

it rises over the Rocky Mountains, brings the conditions 

for a dry climate. The action of the mountains funneling 

the wind through the Great Divide Basin of southern Wyoming 

gives this central area very high prevailing wind speeds. 

Seasonal and diurnal variation in temperature is high. Var

iations in climate are also the result of altitude, topogra

phy, and location. The area is also under the occasional 

influence of Canadian air masses from the northeast and sub

tropical flow from the southeast. These forces bring the 

winter extremes of arctic cold and heavy snowfall. (See 

Figs. 3 and 4.) 

Winter: Characterized as cold and dry with average monthly 

temperature of 26 degrees (fahrenheit) and \ inch 

of precipitation. Cold, though bitter at times, 

is quickly replaced by southwesterly chinook wind. 

The wind also contributes to the short duration 

of winter snowpack. 

Spring: Typically the wettest period of the year. Spring 

is unsettled and blustery. With the warming of 

the temperatures, snowfall is wet. June has the 

potential of severe thunderstorms with hail, wind, 

and tornadoes. 

Summer: The hottest and driest part of the year. Days are 

typically clear, with afternoon thunderstorms. 

Wind indicates the coming of fall. Indian summer, 



the period of warm days and cool nights following 

the first fall frost, is one of the most pleasant 

times of the year. The higher elevations are not 

imune to frost and light snow at anytime of the 

year. 

Autumn: This season is generally brief, quickly replaced 

by winter. The first snowfall is approximately 

October 1. The weather is dominated by Pacific 

storms bringing small amounts of snow and strong 
15 winds. (See Casper climate chart, Fig. 3.) 

Response: 

The prevailing southwesterly wind is of major concern. 

Infiltration loss is high, thus orientation and form offer

ing least resistance to the wind is preferred. In all sea

sons except summer, shelter needs to be provided from the 

wind. The availability of wind to provide natural ventila

tion should be used during overheated periods. Path flow, 

thermal flow, and operable openings are methods of natural 

ventilation to be studied. 

The period of overheating, occuring during late June, 

July, August, and early September, suggests the need for 

shading of openings as well as south and west exposures. 

Because this overheating is not consistent with the sun sea

sons, vegetation should be explored for shading. 

Precipitation and runoff, though small for yearly 

periods, can come in large amounts over a short time span. 

Proper control is needed to avoid excessive erosion, icing, 

and ponding. Drifted snow also poses a major problem if 

ignored. 

The large yearly swing in temperatures, as well as 

the high diurnal swing, suggests employing methods of sta

bilizing internal temperatures. Methods to be considered 

include berming, minimizing exterior skin to interior volume 

ratio, reducing opening size, and eliminating orientation 

to the north and west. Passive solar use, in the form of 

mass storage and time lag heating, are potential methods 



to minimize energy use within a building. Heating is poten

tially needed in buildings in this climate during all months 

except July and August. Use of solar potential suggests 

optimizing orientation (southeast) and building configura

tion (1:1.6). 

The predominance of clear skies suggests the use of 

solar applications, as well as maximizing the use of day-

lighting. Relative low sun angles in winter must be dealt 

with in the application of daylighting. 
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REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY 

The physical setting of central Wyoming is dominated 

by the rolling grasslands and broken ridges building up to 

the steep slopes of the ranges of the Rocky Mountains. With

in the region is a large variety of landscapes including 

sand hills; sagebrush covered plains; fertile river bottoms; 

badlands, steep bluffs, the result of recent geological up

lift; and timbered mountains rising to snow covered peaks. 

Elevation varies from 4,000 feet to 13,000 feet above sea 

level. The dominant drainage of the region is the North 

Platte River. The land is vast in scale. Horizontal layers 

of strata make up the dominant visual elements of rolling 

hills, bluffs, and mountain masses. 

Casper is located within the North Platte River valley 

at the foot of Casper Mountain, a forested fault block mass. 

The character of the city is shaped by the narrow valley, 

which gives the city its predominate east-west elongation, 

and the ridges and drainages running north from the mountains. 

The mountains to the south and river bluffs to the north 

give physical and visual boundaries to the city and act as 

reference points. (See Fig. 5.) 

Response: 

The dominance of the horizontal layering suggests in 

creating an appropriate expression of a building in tune 

with its surroundings, the basic organizing mass and lines 

of the architecture should be horizontal. Scale of the land

scape is immense; buildings perceived as an individual struc

ture communicate on an overall scale appropriate with the 



environment. The exaggerated vertical element plays an im

portant role as a point of reference or landmark. The high

est mountain peaks and the lone tree of the prairies, except

ions to the general backdrop, are evidence of this. The 

use of the vertical in design works best as a reference or 

placing feature. 

The rolling landscape presents a changing view of the 

landscape, a means of recording distance, and a strong im

pression of base, middle ground, and top. Building placement 

has direct consequence on the possession taken of the site 

by the architecture. 

Materials and color must be carefully chosen. Color, 

especially on the plains, is of pastel yellow, oranges, and 

reds or earth tones. Bright color is generally an exception. 

Use of color in architecture responding to the natural site 

implies a special significance and recognition. 

J 
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REGIONAL CULTURE AND HISTORY 

The history of white settlement is relatively recent, 

thus it is difficult to separate the present culture from 

the history. The Oregon Trail immigration was the first 

major historical event in the area. During the 1850's, thou

sands of emigrants passed through the area, though no settle

ment occured here. During the 1880's, the area became es

tablished as cattle country. In 1888, Casper was founded 

as the terminus of the railroad brought in to serve the 

cattle business. 

The history of the development of the area and Casper 

becomes one of boom periods related to the oil and mineral 

industries. The 1920's saw Casper become the center of the 

oil industry in the Rocky Mountain area. The decades of the 

1950's and 1970's saw other energy booms in the coal and 

uranium fields and significant increases in the population 
- .. 16 

of the area. 

In general, this area of the west still "retains its 
17 • • • 

image as the future of America." Residents still exhibit 

a great deal of pride in themselves and their history and 

maintain a stubborn sense of self-reliant determination. 

The impact of development and new residents have cast a 
18 

shadow across the future of the area. 

The present finds this area, Casper specifically, 

attempting to solidify its cultural and economic base. The 

city initiated a 1% sales tax for the sole purpose of using 

the funds for public projects in an attempt to improve the 

services and image of the city. This has resulted in new 

civic buildings, the Casper Events Center, and improved city 



services. Also included is master planning aimed at develop

ing park and recreation facilities, with special emphasis 

on developing a unified system of parks with focus on the 
19 recreation potential of the North Platte River. 

Two other programs aimed at improving the cultural 

base of the city have also been started. The first of the 

programs is designed to improve the city as a tourist des

tination. The tourism industry already represents the larg

est industry other than oil and mineral related activities. 

The main impact of this program is the development of addi

tional recreation opportunities to supplement the existing 

facilities. 

Secondly, the city is attempting to draw additional 

businesses in hopes of providing a more diverse and stable 

economic base. This goal is being accomplished as the image 

of Casper as a regional center grows. (See Fig. 5.) 

In today's changing culture, the establishment of an 

architecture rooted in the character of the region can help 

stabilize an image appropriate to the pride and potential 

of this region. Significant meaning in the architecture 

of the region will be a reflection of the search for an ident

ity in the future. 

Central Wyoming, and the west in general, lacks a 

well established vernacular architecture from which to draw 

upon for clues of appropriate expression. Indigenous his

torical architecture found in the area is often simple adap

tations of eastern styles and types. I believe what can be 

learned from existing architecture is a respect for simpli

city in form, organization, and functional solutions. Also 

of note is the dichotomy of scale found in indigenous archi

tecture; the relationship between the built environment and 

the land which forms the backdrop for the structure, and 

the simple elegance of the detailing, connections, and tex

tures. Respect for the natural forces and physical charact

er of the land should be shown in the choice of materials 

and form. 
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GOALS &  OBJECTIVES 

1) Provide facilities for the observation, appreciation, 

experience, and understanding of the natural environment 

of central Wyoming. 

-Provide planned interpretive programs. 

—Promote conservation and enhancement of site re

sources . 

-Promote notion of conservation and an awareness 

of the natural environment. 

2) Promote an awareness of the North Platte River as a source 

of community pride, use, and enjoyment. 

-Provide river access for recreational activities. 

-Develop within structure of the recreation master 

plan. 

3) Focus educational experience to specific users. 

-Provide introduction of central Wyoming to tourists. 

-Promote use as natural science experience for local 

schools. 

-Develop recreational potential for local residents. 

-Promote facility as source of local study and use. 

4) Develop master planning of facility to provide self in

terpretation of natural features with emphasis on sensory 

experience. 

-Establish zoological display with emphasis on nat

ive wildlife. 

-Establish a system of nature walks with emphasis 

on naturally occuring botany and geology. 

-Provide needed facilities to establish a community 

park and river recreation activities. 



-Provide a central support and orientation facility 

with exibit emphasis of regional concern. 

-Establish facilities to provide for community ori

ented programs such as education series, forums, 

and meetings of private organizations. 

-Promote future development of the facility to in

clude research programs by local agencies and 

schools (college). 

5) Strive toward establishing a center with the image of 

a well organized, conceived, planned, and built facility 

of regional importance and recognition. 



CLIENT DEFINITION/PROJECT FUNDING 

This project is conceived as an extension of the ser

vices offered by the city of Casper. Administration of this 

facility would ideally be by an advisory group consisting 

of users, employees, and selected qualified independent par

ties. This group will determine the funding needs and oper

ational goals of the facility. This group would operate as 

a non-profit organization. 

Project Funding: 

City of Casper - Initial investment of revenues generated 

from existing 1% city sales tax. City will also pro

vide additional operational funding, as well as being 

the employer of personnel for the facility. 

Private organizations - Provide fee revenue in return for 

use and voice in the management of the facilities. 

Volunteer labor and maintenance could also be expect

ed. 

Endowments and grants - Yearly memberships and use fees, as 

well as special gifts, could be utilized to recog

nize operational goals in phased development. 

Loans - Eligible for state funding and loans as a civic and 

educational project. 

Fees - Admission or user fees could be used to generate oper

ation revenue, with additional revenue from concession 

sales. 



USER DESCRIPTION 

Four user groups have been identified for this facil

ity. These four groups are tourists, local recreationists, 

schools, and staff. (See Fig. 6.) 

Tourists represent special problems in the design 

of the facility. These people are unfamiliar with the area 

and in coming to the facility, expect a substantial exper

ience for their time and money. Exhibits need to be general, 

yet informative. Due to the fact of being unfamiliar with 

the facility, the tourist is aided by simple design organi

zation and orientation devices. This group also seeks spec

ial services including restrooms, information and souvenirs, 

and transportation. This group is diverse in age, ranging 

from infant to senior citizens. Design must take into ac

count the many special considerations necessary for each 

age group. 

The users of local residence would tend to be drawn 

to the center's recreation and pleasure opportunities. This 

group would hopefully be repeat users. Additional appeal 

of the facility could be gained through providing a flexible 

exhibit concept. Repeat use of the facility is directly 

related to the interest level the public has in what the 

facility offers. A second method of encouraging continued 

public interest in the facility is to offer public programs 

or classes within the area of facility concern. Provisions 

for allowing such an outreach program must be considered. 

Schools are the third user group under consideration. 

As part of a program for expanding the "learning through 

experience" within the schools, this facility could be used 

) 



for a variety of different field trips. The level of study, 

student interests, and age are variables which come into 

play. To provide the best environment for learning, inter

pretation and exhibits should concentrate on allowing self-

paced study and experience. Providing a classroom or meet

ing space on the immediate site will also serve to heighten 

the learning experience. 

The staff and specific user group consists of those 

responsible for the operation of the facility and those us

ing the facility for specific functions, such as private 

organization meetings. Special concerns must be shown to 

provide essential services and furnishings, security, and 

adequate facilities. Maintaining the same general quality 

throughout the facility, whether public or non-public spaces, 

is essential to promote a good working environment free from 

frustration and problems. Adequate design to allow for flex

ibility in the activities expected with the specific users 

will increase the popularity and usefullness of the facility. 
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CASE STUDY SUMMARY 

Case studies were done to define the general parame

ters of each of the four major identified components: 

Nature Walks 

Recreation Facilities 

Zoological Exhibit 

Nature/Visitor Center 

NATURE WALKS:21 (See Fig. 7.) 

General objectives: 

-Exhibit existing land and habitat conditions through 

interpretive devices designed to increase user aware

ness through sensory experience. 

-Promote goals of management and conservation of nat

ural environment. 

-Provide a lively, flexible walk with minimum harm 

to nature while providing for a large range of users: 

children, adults, senior citizens, and the visually 

or hearing impaired individuals. 

General requirements: 

Design should be encouraged to include as many dis

tinct examples of habitats as possible. A careful analysis 

and inventory of natural features need be considered. As 

interpretation of environment is of primary concern, decis

ions of the media type used to accomplish this is necessary. 

Typical methods for self guided walks include signs, guide 

books and markers, and audio devices. A second more expen

sive method is to provide a guide for larger tours. Group 

size also need be determined and regulated to prevent over-



crowding and trail damage. A clearly defined path is imper

ative to discourage destructive trail shortcuts. Trails 

generally are found to function best if a one-way loop is 

provided with frequent exhibits, rest stops, and initial 

or ending gathering space. 

Design guidelines: 

-Trails should have a clear right-of-way approximate 

e'-O" with actual path way of 4'-0". 

-Trail footing should be of natural material and en

courage good footing, such as natural cover, bark, 

or gravel. Wood platforms are necessary in wet areas. 

-Sign construction should be durable, securely fixed, 

and vandal resistant. User viewing height need be 

considered. 

-Suggested length, one (1) mile maximum. Allowable 

load should be approximately ninety (90) persons 

per hour maximum. Time for completion of walk should 

be kept within one (1) hour. 

-Permanent, durable seating should be at h mile inter

vals maximum. 

-Exhibits should have space for users to stand with

out blocking trail, thus allowing self-paced study. 

RECREATION FACILITIES:23 

General Objectives: 

-Provide an environment in which small groups can 

enjoy recreational activities appropriate to the 

site. 

-Maintain some level of privacy within public realm. 

-Provide the necessary facilities to avoid damage 

and overuse of the site. 

General requirements: 

Careful analysis of the capability of the site to 

handle specific recreation activities. Number and kind of 

provided facilities act to define the activities happening 

within an area. Technical requirements of users need to 

be satisfied. 

Lk 



Design guidelines: 

-Community park concept: eight to thirty (8-30) acres, 

-picnic: ten to fifteen (10-15) units with table 

and cooking facilities per developed area of 

picnic grounds. 

-activity area: free area of approximate same 

area of picnic grounds. 

-parking: one (1) per picnic space with more 

for picnic shelter. 

-restrooms: one (1) per every thirty (30) picnic 

units. 

-garbage: one (1) station per 150'-0" radius 

with road access. 

-water fountains: one (1) per 150'-0" radius 

area. 

-Adjustments should be made with consideration of 

the desity capability of the site and concept. 

ZOOLOGICAL EXHIBIT: 

General Objectives: 

-Recent themes of zoological exhibits are to maintain 

animals in habitats correct for the physiological 

and psychological well being of the animal. 

-Exhibits should be free from objectionable caging. 

-Security and separation of the animals and the visit

ors is essential. 

-Zoos serve as an asset to the community as a source 

of natural appreciation, education, and recreation, 

as well as conservation.^ 
2 5 Planning concepts: (See Fig. 8.) 

-Systematic: based on the relationship of similar 

animals. Is easily maintained, though can be mono

tonous . 

-Zoogeographic: stresses regional groupings. 

-Popular: based on popular appeal, especially of 

exotics. 

-Habitat or ecological: emphasises singular large 



exhibits of compatible species based on common eco

logical habitat. 

-Behavior: animals are grouped based on common behav

ior and needs. 

-Combination: typically uses principles of other 

concepts. 
2 6 Exhibit concepts: (See Fig. 9.) 

-Exhibit size ranges from four times animal size in 

contained exhibits, in behavior zoos, to large enough 

to establish territory. 

-Shape and orientation of exhibit should be such to 

provide obtuse angle pens, maximum length to view

er's advantage, maximum of two viewing sides, and 

view without glare. 

-Exhibits should be constructed to provide eye level 

viewing. To promote natural surroundings, barriers 

should be invisible to the viewer, camouflaged, or 

be of natural elements if possible. 

-Exhibit construction should provide for natural hab

itat or, at minimum, allow for portions of naturally 

occuring objects to exist within exhibits. All ex

hibits should provide appropriate shelter, dens, or 

other places where solitude is available to the an

imal . 

-Special animals, such as reptiles, birds, and noc

turnal animals require specific exhibit conditions 

best given in specially designed buildings with cli

mate or other necessary environmental controls. 
27 Design guidelines; 

-Additional requirements to supplement exhibit area: 

-durable walks, doubling as emergency and service 

routes for vehicles. 

-viewing and resting areas. 

-security perimeter fences. 

-concessions (may be limited for animal safety). 

-Administration spaces 



-Maintenance facilities 

-commissary for animal food preparation. 

-animal hospital and laboratory with holding 

pens. 

-site maintenance. 

-Service access. 

-Employee spaces and parking. 

NATURE/VISITOR CENTER: 
29 General objectives: 

-To provide place of initial visitor orientation. 

-Provide facilities for a number of activities relat

ed to the interpretation of the natural environment 

including classrooms or assembly rooms, exhibits, 

and service facilities. 

-Provide administrative headquarters. 

-Act as control point in determining visitor circu

lation on site. 

-Provide considerable physical connection between 

the building and the natural area. 

General Requirements: 

A successful nature center must have a substantial 

resource base for its programs. Correlation between the 

center and the site requires extensive planning. The center 

also acts to provide all the necessary services of the site 

such as restrooms, information, security, and first aid. 

The center also houses administrative and employee spaces, 

thus control of visitor circulation is important. 

Design concepts: 

Basic organization is established around well defined 

visitor destinations within the facility. These destinations 

in the order of visitor use are entry, transistion and orien

tation of the visitor including use of restrooms, tour of 

exhibits, attending program or film, information and souven

irs, and exit. (See Fig. 10.) 
30 Design guidelines: 

-Provide central entry with access to public services. 

) 



Minimum of twelve (12) square feet per visitor should 

be allowed. 

Classroom facilities with boards and presentation 

area. Allow twenty-two (22) square feet per user 

with non-fixed seating. 

Auditorium with fixed seating and audiovisual cap

abilities at fifteen (15) square feet per user. 

Allow adjacency to lobby, restrooms, and exhibit 

space. 

Staff offices need to be private and away from all 

visitor circulation. 

Exhibit spaces require area as determined by what 

is to be exhibited. Large scale exhibit facilities 

need the support of curatorial spaces including: 

-curatorial workroom for the preparation of ex

hibits . 

-display preparation for final preparation of 

exhibits. 

-collection storage. 

-curatorial office. 

-receiving. 

Total area of this component is 20%-30% of total 

facility. 

•Items of special concern in exhibit or museum design. 

-Lighting must be flexible. Natural lighting 

is preferred, though absolutely no direct sun

shine should be allowed to touch exhibits. 

Glare also requires control. 

-Flexible exhibit space is preferred. 

-Exhibit spaces should be experienced as a se

quence of related events rather than continuous 

series. 

-Circulation is 50%+ of total area in exhibits. 
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S I T E  

The area to be developed for this project is as in

dicated on the site and aerial maps. (See Figs. 11 and 12.) 

The site is owned by the city of Casper and is designated 

as Morad Park Nature Area. The park is presently largely 

undeveloped. The total plat size is approximately 200 acres. 

The southern section of the park (A), a gift to the city from 

Dr. N. E. Morad in 1965, has the restrictions to be used for 

recreational or educational purposes only and be known under 

the name "Marion Morad Park." At present, this section of 

the park consists of a small picnic area, gravel access road 

and parking area, and an underdeveloped nature trail. 

The remainder of the site (B and C), while not seeing 

any building development, has been substantially disturbed 

by gravel mining and city water works activities. At the 

present time this area is still a source of gravel for the 

city. The water wells are currently inactive except during 

peak municipal water use. The use of these wells is being 
32 phased out. 

Two adjacent areas are also under study for inclusion 

into the final site. The first of these areas, located south

west of section A is currently owned by the Audubon Society 

for the purpose of bird observation. The second area is east 

of section C. This area is an undeveloped part of the Fort 

Caspar Historical Park. Inclusion of this area in the study 

is for purposes of accessing section C. 

This site is located on the western edge of the city 

of Casper. Recent development in the area has tended to 

weaken the site as the edge of the city. Even so, this site 

k 



is somewhat of a landmark, being the first open space encount

ered leaving Casper along state highway, Wyoming 220. 

Analysis: 

The site as presented is cut into three major sections. 

Access is limited by availability of river crossings. 

As access is limited, potential of free movement from 

section to section is limited and easily directed. 
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N A T U R A L  F E A T U R E S  

NATURAL FEATURES: 

Topography 

Hydrology 

Plant Cover 

Soils 

Microclimate 

Composite Analysis (See Fig. 20.) 

TOPOGRAPHY: 

The topography of the site is dominated by two fea

tures; the large, flat flood plain and the boundary hillsides. 

The largest part of the site is the plain. This area is 

approximately five (5) feet above the level of the river 

at normal stage. Throughout the site area the river main

tains a steady course within a well established bank system. 

The topography of this area has been changed somewhat by 

the effects of the gravel mining. 

The only variation from this flood plain occurs in 

section A. Portions of the slope in this area exceed 20% 

with some areas of minor, unstable escarpments as can be 

seen on the topography map and site sections. Steep hills 

also define the northern and western boundary of the site 

at section C. (See Figs. 13 and 15.) 

Analysis: 

Topography does not forbid building on any area of 

the site, although local conditions along the hill

side in section A my produce some special conditions. 

J 



The potential of the hills to define the limits of 

the site should not be ignored. 

Use of the topography to enhance the visibility of 

the overall development is possible. 

Site Sections: 
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HYDROLOGY; 

The site is dominated by the natural feature of the 

North Platte River. The river serves the community as a 

source of recreation in the form of canoeing, floating, and 

fishing. The North Platte River is subject to wide variation 

in flow due to the effects of major upstream flood control 

and irrigation dams. Throughout the study area the river is 

typically quick flowing and confined within a fairly well 

established bank system. Flood limits are shown on the hy

drology map. (See Fig. 16.) The 100 year flood plain is in 

effect here although the potential of such flooding is mini

mal due to the control measures. The twenty year flood plain 

is found to be primarily within the limits of the bank system 

Localized flooding is possible from winter ice jams. The 

average width of the river through the study area is approx

imately 200 feet to 250 feet with a mean depth of three (3) 

feet. Twenty year flooding occurs at approximately five (5) 

feet, 100 year at seven (7) feet or at a mean elevation of 
33 5,124 feet throughout the site. 

Gravel mining on the site has produced ponds as a 

result of seepage and the shallow depth of the water table. 

The level and extent of these ponds vary with the river level 

No other major hydrological features are found on the 

site with the exception of the confluence of Squaw Creek with 

the North Platte River. This creek is characteristic of the 

many small, quickly flowing streams flowing northward from 

Casper Mountain. 

Runoff on the site takes no major route of flow; sheet 

flow with some minor ponding can be anticipated. Erosion 

problems can be anticipated with any substantial removal 

of existing vegetation on the hillside in section A. 

Ground water is found at depths ranging from river 

level to approximately five (5) feet below the surface. Some 

minor spring activity could be expected in the area of the 

hillsides in the spring of the year. 



Analysis; 

Susceptibility of site to flooding, though total site 

inundation appears unlikely, points toward need for 

planning of alternate flow routes, flow diversion, 

and artificial islands as safety and control measures. 

Given the value of water in Wyoming and the natural 

draw of flowing water, view and recreation potential 

cannot be ignored. 

Careful planning to avoid erosion, channel runoff, 

and silt and septic pollution to the river is requir

ed. 

Careful placement of all buildings and support facil

ities is of highest priority. 

) 



PLANT COVER: 

The site area has been greatly disturbed by gravel 

mining, subdivision development, and highway construction. 

However, remaining on the site are three major typical plains 

habitat. These three are grassland and sage, riparian, and 

marsh. 

The grassland and sage group is characterized by a 

dominance of grasses and wheat grasses, as well as sagebrush. 

This site is free from the alkaline deposits capable of in

troducing many difficult strains of grass and sage. This 

cover is typically capable of supporting wildlife and upland 

game birds. 

The riparian community is dominated by cottonwoods, 

Russian olive, willow, and a substantial underbrush. This 

habitat, due to its density and moisture conditions, provides 

a prime location for non-game birds. 

The marshes are dominated by cattail and rush. This 

area, especially active in the spring, provides habitat for 
34 various aquatic animals and insects. (See Fig. 17.) 

Analysis: 

Existing habitats should be respected and allowed to 

flourish. Section A has the best remaining habitat. 

Respect must be shown for the fragile nature of the 

wetland habitats and the sparse nature of dryland 

habitat. Reclamation of disturbed land is essential. 

Section B has a great potential for habitat manipu

lation and maintanence of small numbers of wildlife. 

Section C requires extensive rehabilitation. 



SOILS; 

The soil profiles found on this site are the result 

of the river eroding into the clay/shale foothills of the 

mountains and depositing the silt in the flood plain. The 

soils found on the site are generally clay and gravel over 

a shale base on the flood plain and shale/clay strata on 

the hillsides. Both soils are fairly variable to moisture 

content and expansion. Bearing capacity is fair. The shale 

hill could be somewhat unstable with the action of horizon

tal fracturing and the action of wetness on a relatively 

impervious layer. Topsoil is very shallow and must be re

tained. Frost depth for design purposes is approximately 

three to four (3-4) feet."^ (See Figs. 14 and 18.) 

Analysis: 

Building is not restricted by soil conditions. 

Care must be given to avoid erosion and unstable 

conditions. 

Special concern for foundation construction due to 

depth of water table, poor bearing conditions, and 

unstable soils. 

Typical Soil Profile: 
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MICROCLIMATE: 

The general climate data as given previously applies 

in general to this site. The effects of microclimate are 

of no major consequence on the site, however, minor variat

ions do occur. 

The site generally is wide open to the effects of the 

prevailing winds and driven precipitation. No major natural 

feature shelters the site from the wind. Some shelter can 

be found within the trees along the river and immediately 

adjacent to the hill in section A. Site section B is espe

cially prone to blowing snow and drying winds, thus moisture 

content is low in this area. 

The hillside in section A faces to the north so is 

prone to have increased snowpack, drifting, and higher spring 

moisture content. This area of heavy riparian growth is also 

shaded during much of the winter months. Spring growth is 

normally noted to begin later in this shadow. 

Higher humidity and lower temperatures can be expect

ed in the area of the riparian growth and river than in the 

area of grassland and sage growth. This effect would be 

noted primarily during the summer months. (See Fig. 19.) 

Analysis: 

Little variation can be noted from general climate 

data. 

Entire site has potential of allowing passive or 

active alternate energy uses. 

Need for considerable attention to be given to wind 

in the form of breaks and shelter. 
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C O N T E X T  

CONTEXT: 

Noise 

Traffic 

Historical 

Utilities 

Land Use 

Composite (See Fig. 26.) 

NOISE; 

All noise of any consequence on the site is generated 

by traffic on the adjacent roadways and varies with volume 

and time of day. Any noise generated in the adjacent devel

opment is of a point source and hard to predict. (See Fig. 

21. ) 

Analysis: 

Primary noise is general background in nature and 

can be reduced through distance, vegetation buffers, 

and physical barriers. 

Site section A has benefits of both vegetation buf

fers and hillside physical barrier. 

Site sections B and C are both isolated by distance 

from the major noise sources, although relatively 

near to adjacent development. 



TRAFFIC: 

The site is easily accessible from all parts of the 

city along major routes. (See Fig. 5.) The site is adja

cent to three major state highways; their intersection is 

a recognizable node in the city. These routes allow high 

visibility to the site. Public access to existing facilit

ies on site is as shown on the traffic map. (See Fig. 22.) 

Primary destination points in the immediate area are 

the commercial strip along CY Avenue and the Central Wyoming 

Fairgrounds. Major traffic destinations are to the suburbs 

to the west and the city center to the east. Weekend traf

fic is exceptionally high along CY Avenue/Wyoming 220 due 

to recreation facilities to the southwest of Casper. 

Pedestrian traffic does not exist at this time. The 

establishment of the proposed North Platte River Parkway 

path system will provide safe pedestrian and bike avenues 

into the site. 

Analysis: 

Site section B, while being easily seen from adjacent 

traffic routes, is isolated to those unfamiliar with 

area. 

Site section C is accessible from Fort Caspar yet 

is visually isolated from any well defined traffic 

route. 

Lack of accessibility to section B gives it a high 

level of natural security and means of establishing 

controlled access. 

Site section A has best potential for vehicular access. 



HISTORICAL: 

The North Platte River is of historical importance 

within the study area as the route of the Oregon Trail. 

Two branches of the trail passed near the site. While phy

sical evidence of the trail remains visible in many areas 

of the state, no part of the trail is visible within the 

study area. 

Fort Caspar Historical Park preserves the only remain

ing structures in the immediate Casper area that date back 

to the Oregon Trail. This site features restored buildings, 

a museum of fort and period memorabilia, and historical cele

brations. (See Fig. 23.) 

Analysis: 

The existence of a tourist oriented facility adjacent 

to the site presents potential relationships between 

it and a second facility competing for the tourist. 

However, conflict of use, nature versus historical, 

suggests that no direct relation tends to work between 

the two. Preservation of the seperate identities of 

each facility will increase the appeal of each. 

No physical or site restraint is suggested by the 

historical context. 

Historical and symbolic 

would suggest its use as 

and recreation. This is 

Casper Park, Recreation, 

ignificance of the river 

a source of community pride 

suggested in the city of 

and Leisure Services Master 



UTILITIES: 

The utilities exist as shown on the utilities map. 

(See Fig. 24.) All areas west of the river rely on wells 

for water and septic tanks for sewage disposal. 

Muncipal water is taken from the river at a point 

adjacent to the site. Special concern need be shown to pre

vent all types of potential pollution to the water. 

Analysis; 

Site section A has access to all utilities. 

Site sections B and C require special water and sewage 

considerations including provisions for proper design 

of sewage systems to avoid pollution and contaminat

ion. 

Special service connections could be established in 

combination with construction of river bridge. 



LAND USE: 

The following is a list of land uses adjacent to the 

site and a description of each: 

Residential - Dempsey Acres is an unincorporated part of 

the county consisting of rural residences and trail

er parks. 

Limited Industrial - Found within this zone are small commer

cial businesses, welding shops, auto repair, and more 

recently, small office buildings. 

General Business - This is an extension of strip development 

along CY Avenue. Additional development is planned 

in the future. 

Park and Historical - Land intended for public, non-commer

cial use is included in the zoning. Adjacent are 

Fort Caspar Historical Park, Izaak Walton Campground, 

and Central Wyoming Fairgrounds. 

The site is zoned as park and historical. Casper 

Zoning Code defines the purpose of this zoning to: 

" . . .  p r e s e r v e  a n d  m a i n t a i n  f r e e  f r o m  o t h e r  
uses, public parks, parkways, natural areas 
of high aesthetic value, and historical areas 
and buildings, and to set aside and conserve 
suitable parklands. ..." 

Restrictions in this zone require a thirty (30) feet 

setback from public right-of-ways, ten (10) feet between 

adjacent structures, and limits building height to four (4) 

stories. Parking is required at a ratio of twelve (12) spaces 

per acre of developed park. In addition, flood plain zoning 

effectively restricts building in unprotected areas to minor 
37 shelters and recreation facilities. (See Fig. 25.) 

Analysis: 

The contrast of open space along the strip development 

of CY Avenue will heighten the visibility of site. 

The highways and the river form effective boundaries 

to many of the non-conforming uses found around the 

site. 



Effective means of buffering the adjacency to the 

residential zone need to be found to insure security 

and privacy. 
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PERCEPTUAL QUALIT IES  

PERCEPTUAL QUALITIES: 

View 

Composite (See Fig. 28.) 

VIEW: 

View evaluation was determined with the following 

criteria: view to natural features, visual adjacencies to 

unfavorable context, view potential to long distance or 

horizon limits, and summer potential for vegetation screen

ing. As a general rule, all views to the river corridor 

are favorable. Views out of the site area are acceptable 

to major points of orientation, especially to the mountains 

(south). Views into the adjacent developed areas and dis

turbed land are unfavorable. 

Overlook designation is given to those points outside 

the site with high visibility onto the site. These over

looks are primarily of higher elevation than the site. 

(See Fig. 27.) 

Analysis: 

Primary view corridors, such as the river and to the 

mountains, should be maintained. 

Recognition of site visibility from the south suggests 

entry from this area. 

The natural feature of the hill to the south acts 

as a visual boundary to the site. 



The river, as a physical and psychological barrier, 

becomes a point of visual interest. 

Establishment of visual foci and barriers on the site 

will improve overall perception of the site and con

text . 





CODE ANALYSIS3 8  

Occupancy (Table 5-A) 

A2.1: Building with assembly room with occupancy 
of 300 or more without a stage. 

A3: Building with assembly room with occupancy 
of 300 or less. 

B2: Office, workshops using materials not highly 
flammable or combustible, or classrooms. 

Separation (Table 5-B) 

A2.1 B2 A3 
A2.1 - 1 N 
B2 1 - N 
A3 N N -

Separation (Table 5-B) 

1FR 2FR 2/lHR 2N 3/lHR 3N 4 5/lHR 5N 
A2.1 UL 29900 13500 NP 13500 NP 13500 10500 NP 
A3 UL 29900 13500 9100 13500 9100 13500 10500 6000 
B2 UL 39900 18000 12000 18000 12000 18000 14000 6000 

Allowable Height (Table 5-D) 

A2.1 UL 4 2 NP 2 NP 2 2 NP 
A3 UL 12 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 
B2 UL 12 4 2 4 2 4 3 2 

Area increases are allowed. Taking into consideration yard 
requirements of city zoning, increase area by minimum of 
50% to maximum of 100% at rate of 5% per foot over twenty 
(20) feet yard. 

Egress/Access Requirements (Table 33-A) 

Use 2 Exits, Occ. Sq. Ft./Occ. Handicap Access 
Auditorium 50 7 yes 
Exhibit Room 50 15 yes 
Classroom 50 20 yes 
Mechanical 30 300 no 
Offices 30 100 yes 
Others 50 100 -



NATURE WALK 

GOAL: 

-Provide a self guided interpretive walk of approxi

mately one (1) mile in length with exhibits aimed 

at existing botanical, geological, freely occuring 

wildlife features. 

CONCEPTS: (See Fig. 29.) 

-Self guided with group limited to a maximum of ten 

(10) . 

-Accessible to minor handicapped and impaired persons. 

-Provide specific and durable exhibits. 

-Provide rest areas to encourage use by all age groups. 

-High traffic volume expected, with limited group tours. 

NEEDS: staffed by up to six volunteer guides. 

-Beginning/ending gathering space (100 square feet). 

-Exhibit stops with pause space (100 square feet); 

durable exhibits directed at hands on experience. 

-Defined path of durable material. 

-Guiding device for handicapped. 

-Seating at regular intervals, \ mile maximum spacing. 

MASTER PLANNING: 

-To accommodate anticipated maximum use of 100 per 

hour over one (1) mile, one (1) hour trail at groups 

of ten (10); minimum ten (10) exhibits required, max

imum of twenty (20) exhibits. 

-To provide best experience, site area set aside for 

this use twenty (20) acres, has best existing natural 

habitat as well as wide ranges of habitat. 
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RECREATION 

GOAL: 

-Provide for the citizens of Casper a community park 

featuring river related activities. 

CONCEPTS: (See Fig. 30.) 

-Establish small individual picnic units in associa

tion with larger, group shelters. 

-Provide canoe and raft access with landing facility 

to accomodate leisure and competitive boating. 

-Maintain free activity space. 

-Provide fishing access. 

-Establish link of Platte River Parkway through the 

site. 

NEEDS: 

-Picnic units at ten (10) per acre over seven (7) 

acre area. (Seventy [70] units maximum.) 

-Picnic shelters, two (2). 

-Shelter activity space with volleyball, horseshoes, 

and free space. (Two to three [2-3] acres.) 

-Restrooms, one per thirty (1/30) units, fountains, 

and garbage. 

-Parking, one (1) per unit, twenty-five (25) per shelter. 

-Canoe and raft landing. 

MASTER PLANNING; 

-Total site available is fifteen (15) acres to accomo

date 250-350 users at maximum. 

-Site area of highest access and natural activity to 

accomodate active use without disturbing other act

ivities . 
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ZOOLOGICAL EXHIBIT  

GOAL: 

-Provide displays of native wildlife in naturally 

occuring habitat situations. 

-Provide facilities for development of research facil

ities for local agencies and schools. 

CONCEPT: (See Fig. 31.) 

-Pedestrian circulation only. 

-Minimize cage effect through construction of appro

priate habitats and large free roaming paddocks. 

-Provide separate holding area for research. 

NEEDS: staff requirements for twenty to forty employees/ 

visitors. 

-Pedestrian trails with seating and viewing areas. 

-Emergency vehicular access. 

-Necessary services such as restrooms, garbage, and 

fountains. 

-Signing for exhibits and orientation. 

-Exhibits including hoofed mammals, predators, and 

small mammals indigenous to central Wyoming. 

-Housed exhibits of birds and small or nocturnal 

mammals. 

-Admission center. 

-Maintenance and commissary complex with parking for 

thirty-six (36) and service drive. 

-Expansion of laboratory facilities. 

-Animal holding pens. 



MASTER PLANNING: 

-Built facilities with specific use, such as commis

sary and animal buildings, should be grouped to 

provide definable ending to path through exhibits. 

-Use of the largest area of site for the zoological 

exhibit is favored as free habitat area and site 

favoring security conditions. 

-Site area for zoological exhibit development is 

approximately seventy acres. 
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V I S I T O R / N A T U R E  C E N T E R  

GOAL; 

-Provide a center for the facility housing interpre

tive displays, services, orientation point, and 

educational opportunities. 

CONCEPT; (See Fig. 32.) 

-Center exhibits will eventually supplement both site 

and regional contexts. 

-All permanent exhibits, excluding those animal ex

hibits needing 100% climate and environmental control, 

will eventually be housed. 

-Center will act as administrative headquarters for 

facility. 

NEEDS: staff requirements for eighteen to twenty-five (18-25) 

employees. 

-Exhibit spaces with expansion potential. 

-Administration. 

-Curitorial spaces with service. 

-Education and assembly spaces, with expansion fac

ilities . 

-Miscellaneous including information and services. 

MASTER PLANNING: 

-Building as central focus and buffer of active/pas

sive . 

-Placement of building in accessible, safe area. 



PARKING: 

CONCEPT: 

-Provide central facility parking on lot(s) adjacent 

to visitor center and zoological exhibit entry. 

-Visitation is allowed for \ day use. 

-Organization should allow non-used parking areas 

to be closed off at low use periods. 

NEEDS: 

-Assume 1,200 users per day with % day visitation 

equals parking for 600 users or 150 cars (42,000 

square feet). 

-Bus parking, two (2). 

-Recreational vehicle parking, fifteen (15). 

-Employee parking for twenty (20) vehicles (5,500 

square feet). 

-Bus drop off zone. 
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SCOPE OF WORK 

Phased development of this project is considered a 

reality due to the extensive nature of the proposed develop

ment and funding schedule. Priority of phasing is based 

upon the establishment of minimum necessary operation facil

ities, basic facilities necessary to establish a viable 

economic and user base, and site adjacency relationships. 

Phase I - Architectural 

Nature/Visitor Center 

-Basic exhibit spaces 

-Administration 

-Public services 

-Basic curatorial spaces 

-Basic assembly spaces 

Signing/Exhibit vocabulary 

Phase II - Architectural 

Zoological service facilities 

Assessment of expansion needs 

of nature/visitor center 

Phase III - Architectural 

Phase I - Landscape 

Nature Walk 

Assessment of zoological 

exhibit development 

Recreation facilities to 

replace existing improve

ments; picnic and shelters. 

Phase II - Landscape 

Wildlife exhibits and specific 

grounds layout and devel

opment 

Recreational facilities; 

canoe and raft landing, 

fishing access 

Aviary, reptile, and small 

mammal buildings 

Nature/Visitor Center 

-Expand exhibit and curatorial 

-Lab and classroom 

Zoo research lab and pens 

Phase III - Landscape 

Continued development of 

habitat exhibits 



PHASE 1« Visitor/Nature Center 

PUBLIC: 

Public; 

-Lobby 3000 
-Public restrooms 400 
-Bookstore/souvenir 400 

-Subtotal 3800 

Exhibit: 

-Zoological 2500 
-Geological 2000 
-Botanical 2000 
-Greenhouse 3000 

-Subtotal 9500 

Assembly: 

-Auditorium 3000 
-Classroom 800 

-Subtotal 3800 

NON-PUBLIC: 

Administration: 

-Director 225 
-Asst. director 12) 350 
-Secretarial 200 
-Volunteer cubicles 500 
-Storage 50 
-Employee multi-use 350 
-First aid 150 

-Subtotal 1820 

Curatorial: 

-Curatorial workroom 1750 
-Collection storage 3700 
-Display prep 1750 
-Curator office 150 
-Receiving area 400 
-Wet area 200 

-Subtotal 7950 

Mechanical: 

-Mechanical 1400 
-Janitorial 100 
-Site storage 250 

-Subtotal 1750 

Total Gross area: 28120 square feet 

70/30 efficiency ratio 

Net area: 36556 square feet 

Future expansion of curatorial storage, feature 

exhibit, and classroom spaces. 
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MASTER PLAN 

The masterplan proposal takes in sites A and B for 

development. Site A consists of the phase 1 development, 

the recreation, visitor center, and nature walk components; 

site B is planned future development of the zoo in phase 

2. (See Fig. 33.) 

The concept organizing the masterplan is to maximize 

the opportunities to experience the natural aspects of the 

site. In attempting to do this, reducing the potential 

of disturbances or conflicts of use become paramount. The 

buildings and other planned improvements were conceptual

ized as being tangible ends to movement and exploration 

sequences through the site. This concept works to strength

en the idea of the built structures as control points, but 

also of points of specific importance or experience, direct

ed toward the general aspects of the site and project. 

Entry is gained to the facility through the recrea

tion area. This area is seen as the most active area, both 

in terms of the events and the number of users, thus those 

active functions, such as vehicular movement, is allowed 

to happen here. To minimize the possible conflict between 

the road and recreation users, the road is located near 

the hillside,a definer of linear movement, and all recrea

tional activities are located to maximize access to the 

river and the Platte River Parkway. 

The general placement of the visitor/nature center 

is designed to act as the tangible end to the vehicular 

mode and the beginning of the pedestrian mode; a division 

between active and passive uses. As the focus of the 



approach sequence,the center can best functionally fulfill 

its role as the control point of the overall facility. Place

ment at the base of the hill allows the building to assume 

a natural, somewhat static placement, and provide a link 

in the movement pattern along the hillside. 

The nature walk is placed in the area of the site 

having the best and most varied natural habitat. This area 

is conducive to natural study because of the natural enclos

ure and protection offered by the hillside. The walk along 

the river corridor is also the extension of the Platte River 

Parkway. The walk is designed as two concentric circular 

loops to provide varied lengths of walk and accommodate 

more users. The circular walk also allows for a directed 

movement with no repetition of event or exhibit except at 

the beginning/end orientation point. 

The zoo, to be developed in phase 2 of this project, 

is by the very nature of zoo security problems, an isolated 

event. This idea is further developed by the placement of 

the zoo on the isolated river bend and limiting public 

access to a single point, manifested in the bridge. The 

master planning of the zoo, conceptual at this stage, con

sists of providing a primary circular walk, with smaller 

loops working off it, highlighting the movement through 

specific exhibits and changing of perspective. The zoo 

is arranged as a combination of a habitat and behavior 

zoos, thus emphasizing the animal in habitat context. This 

concept of habitat context necessarily places the animal 

as the primary design concern, visitor as a secondary user. 

Points of animal/visitor interaction become highly import

ant in maintainence of quality, safety, and image. The 

need for shaping habitats is aided on this site by the 

existence of water and the need for extensive rehabilitation 

of plant cover. Habitat manipulation and creative place

ment of barriers and services will minimize visitor per

ception of restrictive caging. 

Overall, the facility is seen as having four compon

ents capable of acting independently and addressing a 



variety of user groups. In combination, the facility pro

vides a wide range of study and experience all directed at 

the natural environment of central Wyoming. 
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PHASE 1 DESIGN 

The area of study for this project is regional 

response, specifically for central Wyoming. This response 

was to be one of the primary elements of the design, yet 

one of the many and varied parts of the total architectural 

solution. Meaning, function, and form are all derivatives 

of the concepts of the building. 

In the course of study throughout the quarter, my 

process took me down many roads in search of an architectural 

statement that immediately would give rise to an under

standing of the region. In short, a solution with obvious 

physical characteristics common to the west. My process 

became a search for a cure-all design, taking its character 

from obvious regional models, perhaps to take an expression 

and trying to manipulate it, through intellect and fancy, 

to encompass a new meaning. At best, this would, in a lit

eral use, end in a superficial fit, contrary to the actual 

requirements and nature of the project. In the end, this 

was a contradiction to the concept of regional response, 

rather following directly an illusive quality of region

alism. My attempts were to first isolate an image, some

what arbitrary, without proper regard to the needs, scale, 

and want of the specific building type and functional 

program. 

In the wake of this exploration, further study has 

led me to these conclusions and applications of regional 

response. I am convinced at the need to study existing 

models only in abstarct to determine and learn what qual

ities they have that make them appropriate. Applications 
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should carefully be left to be derived from these abstact-

ed principles, not from the repetition of specific elements. 

I am also becoming aware of the fact the applications of 

those characteristics of region must become part of the 

total process, especially in response to geography and 

climate, not isolated elements or arbitrary devices. A 

third lesson has also arisen from my study. The elements 

of region are in many cases, especially in response to 

culture and built context, recognizable only in the char

acter given the building in the manipulation and articula

tion of form and the facric with which the building is 

wrapped. This is to say that the dressing put on the 

building is as important in determining character as is 

the organization, massing, and form. 

The recognition of these elements has come relative

ly late during this thesis study though so much of this 

seems, at a glance, to be of common knowledge and teaching, 

the specific impact and application of this study has had 

profound effect on the ordering of these elements in my 

process. In retrospect, regional response, at the level 

of apparent meaning and perception, becomes one of defining 

a character, rather than defining an architecture unique 

unto itself. 

This thesis has been an incredible learning process. 

From it I hope I have taken a better view of the whole 

process of architecture. I now view regionalism not as 

a unique architecture, but rather as one of the qualities 

affecting the total architectural statement; character to 

be programmed into the architecture as concepts and object

ives leading to a solution deemed appropriate to all 

architectural concerns. 

Phase 1 consisted of the design of the recreation 

area, the visitor/nature center, the bridge connection to 

the zoo, and the typical exhibit layout of the nature walk. 

The ultimate goal of the solution is to provide a consis-



tent architectural vocabulary throughout the site in keep

ing with the theme of nature study and response, while 

functionally ordering the events taking place on the site. 

The order of events is explained in the masterplanning 

section. 

The major focus of the facility is the visitor cen

ter. The major concepts of the building are its function 

acting as the point of control and path determination and 

to work with the event of the hillside to provide a tangible 

link in the movement through the site. Approach gains 

glimpses of the overall building, with specific focus given 

to the entry expression. The plan is directly the result 

of concern for the building acting as an event, blended 

in to the natural area. 

The point of control for the site actually occurs 

as a forecourt to the building glimpsed from pedestrian 

and vehicular modes, providing a natural environment at 

the place of decision. This point has direct physical and 

visual link to the four components of the site - visitor 

center, recreation area, nature walk, and bridge/zoo - through 

a rigid cross axial arrangement. This arrangement also 

allows the building to have its orientation toward the more 

natural, passive area of the site. Adjacent to this point 

is the building entrance lobby from which access to the 

other public functions of the center occurs and which 

serves as the focus of the building. View to the natural 

environment is encouraged here along the entry axis. The 

building is arranged in parallel zones related to various 

uses such as assembly, exhibit, and administration. This 

arrangement ultimately reflects the same rigid cross-axial 

arrangement found on the exterior. This axis eventually 

is terminated in the building as one moves through the 

exhibit sequence and is returned to the lobby and exterior. 

The massing of the building works to define the 

linear approach, the axial nature of paths, and provide 

tangible points of entry to the different site components. 

The mass also attempts to become fixed at the base of the 



hill through the articulation of the vertical which also 

acts to define exhibit circulation. 

Being that the initial concept of the building was 

to serve an area of natural study, the relationship of the 

building to the site is of paramount importance. Low and 

horizontal massing, in relation to the hillside backdrop, 

further attempts to work with the site through berming and 

earth sheltering. The building is clad in wood and split 

faced concrete block, chosen to reflect the naturally 

occuring site colors and textures. The building is arrang

ed in specific layers of base (block, concrete), middle 

(wood), and roof to emphasize the condition of plain or 

base, hillside, and sky or tree canopy. 

Specific elements of the building design reflect 

the characteristics identified in my study of regional 

response. The building is functionally simple and clear, 

both in arrangement and perception, leading to a clear 

understanding without unnecessary clutter. This fact in 

combination with the obvious role of the project as showing 

concern for the environment, reflects an attitude of direct

ness, functionality, and simplicity found in existing models. 

The use of the familiar element of the sloped roof acts 

to provide a tangible link to a more indigenous architec

ture . 

Specific response to regional geography is found in 

the concern of layering the building to emphasize the hor

izontal, also reflected in fenestration patterns. The 

placement of the horizontal building mass at the base of 

the hill gives a peaceful, restful pose to the building, 

thus emphasizing a logical step in the existing landforms. 

In recognizing the play of scale that exists between a 

building seen in relation to the vast scale of the landscape 

background, the overall mass attempts to take on a unified 

character, giving it a scale appropriate to the backdrop. 

In addition to the massing, the use of a tight skin and 

form to the overall building heightens the sense of unity 

of the whole. Details of fenestration, rather than occuring 



as isolated events, occur in bands or groups within the 

skin, emphasizing the whole rather than parts. 

As a response to climate, elements of the building 

took on specific orientation. The greenhouse, desiring a 

south orientation, is also the largest mass of the building, 

thus provides protection and a wedge for the prevailing 

southwest winds. The functional curatorial spaces, having 

no necessary connection with the public spaces and having 

a need for a stable interior environment, were pulled to 

the rear and earth sheltered. The north side, best if 

having restricted openings, is turned over to the more 

introverted spaces, such as the auditorium and exhibit 

spaces. 

To minimize energy use in the building, some steps 

have been taken to stabilize interior temperatures. These 

steps include berming and earth shelter, introduction of 

sunlight and mass storage within the building, wind assisted 

venting, operable vents and windows, shading by vegetation, 

and shaded glazing. Also included is a heat recovery system 

aided by maximizing cross ventilation and air flow. The 

greenhouse is seen as a source of daytime heat, though as 

an energy liability at night due to heat loss and the de

sire to maintain a healthy plant environment requiring 

nightime energy use. To reduce this, measures such as roll 

down window insulation and insulating glazing systems are 

explored. To take advantage of the availability of daylight, 

all spaces desiring natural light are provided with windows 

and/or skylights. Daylighting is conceived as providing the 

focus for the exhibits occuring in the building. 

Moving outward to the site, a consistent dialogue is 

developed between the natural state and the built environment. 

Points of importance, exhibit, or decision are clearly marked 

with elements of signing and fencing. These elements are seen 

as points of contrast to the natural context, thus clearly 

defined. Paths, generally conceived as flowing with nature, 

become more ridgely defined at these points of importance. The 

path then merges ambiguously back to the more natural flow, 
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signified by the termination of fencing or railing. The 

clearest example of this is the development of the forecourt 

of the visitor center. The construction of these elements 

are of rough lumber, primarily vertical columns, to be view

ed in relation to the surrounding wooded context. A single 

rail serves handicap use on the nature walk. 

The major site buildings, specifically the picnic 

shelters, restrooms, and the bridge, take their basic 

vocabulary from the visitor center and path concepts. 

Defining picnic shelters and exhibit points as public 

unstructured gathering and restrooms and security building 

as semi-public functional, a simple vocabulary of two 

building images working off the major structure is estab

lished. This gives additional meaning to these structures 

to those unfamiliar with the site and facilities. 

Picnic shelters are primarily seen as skeleton 

representatives of the building vocabulary, providing 

minimum shelter from the elements. Their design is simply 

a roof and floor. Walls and containment of space is implied 

by skeleton construction. The addition of a low wall and 

berming is done with the intention of rooting the shelter 

to a specific point on the site. 

Providing support facilities to the activities on 

site, such as restrooms, bridge security, and the canoe 

dock, establishes a need for a separate image, that of 

semi-public functional. Also taking its vocabulary from 

the visitor center, these structures are seen as function

ally sparse buildings simple in form and detail. These 

structures, however, do act to define areas of special 

use and thus their placement is of major importance. The 

bridge, seen as an extension of a path and built as a gen

tle arc rising from an earthen mound such that path and 

bridge become one, is given tangible root through the 

establishment of the security sheds at each end. The play 

of the shed forms tends to emphasize the tension and coming 

together of forces manifested in the bridge. The sheds 

act simply as a gate, functionally and symbolically, as 



a point of control and entry. 

The temptation to overplay the built structures 

within an area of natural study is as dangerous and as 

easy as underplaying the changes designed to heighten the 

natural experience. Through this design, it is hoped a 

fairly conservative approach provides an appropriate res

ponse to the region, the natural environment, and the site 

context, while providing a sound functional and conceptual 

base for maximizing the intended use. 
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